Clineral Active Core

Managing with minerals: Maintaining skin balance, naturally Clineral
formulas are all predicated on the proven abilities of natural Dead Sea
ngredients as catalysts for promoting improved skin health and resilience.
Dead Sea water, mud and minerals contain outstanding skin-maintenance
properties and
provide vital
relief
for the symptoms
of skin disorders.
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Mineral Extract - A unique, concentrated extract of Dead

Sea
water contains precise, scientiﬁcally balanced levels of minerals that
enable the skin to optimize its cell functions. It is proven to be efﬁcient for
its anti-inﬂammatory, soothing and moisturizing properties.
Dead Sea Mineral Mud - The black mineral mud that is found in
abundance on the shores of the Dead Sea has been scientiﬁcally shown to
contain properties that naturally treat the symptoms of a wide variety of
joint diseases and skin conditions.
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Antibacterial impact of Dead Sea Mud on a variety of microorganisms
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The combination of dermatological-clinical actions of the Dead Sea mineral
extract and the Dead Sea mud maintains the moisture that contributes to the
restoration and preservation of the skin barrier, providing proven protection from
UV damage as well as anti-bacterial activity.
Dead Sea mineral extract – The unique mineral composition of the Dead Sea
contributes to the rapid restoration of normal skin barrier function in diseases
involving barrier damage.
Results depicting the restorative eﬀect of active treatment with the minerals
of Dead Sea mud and Dead Sea water on the protective layer of the skin.
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The mechanism of action of Dead Sea minerals
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The water from the Dead Sea, rich in minerals,
contributes to the moderation of immune system
activity by substantial reduction of its humoral
components: reduction of pro in�ammatory cytokine
production.

A solution rich in magnesium salts contributes to the
restoration of proper skin cell structure and functioning,
which are contingent on reduction of the number and
activity of immune system cells located in the various
layers of the skin.
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The anti-in ammatory eﬀect on the skin of
a product that contains Dead Sea minerals

Dead Sea mineral extract improves the
resistance of cells to UV radiation damage

Results depicting the eﬃcacy of a cream containing
Dead Sea minerals in protecting skin exposed to
UVB radiation.

Characteristics of aging keratinocyte phenotypes:
morphology, biochemical markers, and the eﬀect of
Dead Sea water
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